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Abstract: The sequence { Fn(z)} is one kind of generalization of limit periodic continued fractions. The convergence/ 
divergence of {F,(z)} relative to that of the iterative sequence {f”(z)} is determined when f, -+ f uniformly on a 
domain S. When f maps the closure of S into S, F,(z) -+ X for all z E S. If f, + f rapidly on S, the sequence { F,, } 
uniformly shadows {f “} (I F,(z)- f”(z) 1 < e Vn, Vz E S), and the two sequences show similar complex dynamics. A 
prioriuniform“tailend”bounds areprovided: Ifn+l 0 ... ~f~+~(z)-g,,+~ 0 ... 0 gn+m(z)) <~“Vrn, where, for 
example, the first expansion may represent a modified continued fraction and the second another limit periodic 
structure with g, --, f. 
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1. Introduction 
The sequence of analytic functions defined by the conditions F1( z) =fi( z), F,(z) = 
F, _ 1( f,( z)), where f, + f and dom fn_l 3 ran f,, is called limit periodic, reflecting its origin in 
the analytic theory of continued fractions [ll]. In addition to numerous recent papers concerning 
limit periodic continued fractions by Thron, Waadeland, Jacobsen, the author, and others (see 
[10,14,4], e.g.), and several papers dealing with limit periodic sequences of Mobius transforma- 
tions (see [12,13,3], e.g.), three papers [5-71 have appeared which focus on the underlying 
structure of limit periodic sequences of more general functions, providing conditions under 
which Fn( z) + A, a constant, for all z in a certain region. 
Two of these papers, [6,7] deal exclusively with F,( S, z) where the f,(z) = f,( l, z) are analytic 
in both 5 and z. Hence Fn(S, z) := Fn_l([, f,(S, z)). A procedure is described in [7] for 
analytically continuing the limit function X(l) = lim n + ,F,( 3, z) by using as a convergence 
factor a(C), an attractive fixed point of f ({, z) that becomes repulsive in the region of 
continuation. Thus analytic continuation is obtained by using a repelling fixed point of f. 
The reader who is interested in simple examples of functional expansions in limit periodic 
forms is referred to any of these three articles. 
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In this paper we consider the following question: to what extent do limit periodic sequences 
MI(z)) d’ Pl Y is a analytic dynamical behavior similar to that of { f”(z)}? Here f n represents the 
nth iteration of f ( f1 =f). We shall see that the dynamical structure of F, is similar to that of 
the dynamical system defined by f. In Section 2 we shall present a generalization of a theorem 
found in [9] that concerns the case S 2 f( S’), where S is a simply-connected open region and S’ 
is its closure. Under these circumstances, F,(z) --) h a constant for all z E S’. In Section 3 we 
will describe a “shadowing” phenomenon (where F, = f “) somewhat like that discussed in [8]. In 
particular, Fn displays “chaotic” behavior when f” does, provided f, + f rapidly enough. Thus, 
for example, we can demonstrate a sequence of proper rational functions that displays approxi- 
mately the chaotic behavior of the polynomial f(z) = z2 on that function’s Julia set J(f) = ( 1 z 1 
= 1). In Section 4 we will investigate local dynamical behavior at attracting and repelling fixed 
points of f. 
Let us define Fn,n+m(~) := fn+l 0 -- - Q fn+m(z). Then the shadowing theorem can also be 
used to provide a priori bounds on “tail end” differences. That is, for all m > 0, 11 F,,,,, - 
G n,n+m IIs = SUPZES I Fn,n+mw - Gn,n+mW I < KrzT where { F, } and { G, } are two limit periodic 
structures having a common limit function. 
In the ensuing discussion we shall consider convergence in the extended complex plane, so 
that divergence will necessarily be of an oscillatory nature. 
Before beginning this exposition a comment should be made about the relative merits of the 
compositional forms 
f, 0 f2 0 .a- 0 f,(z) and f, 0 fn_l 0 e-e 0 fi(z). 
It is shown in [5] that under very general conditions the latter of these sequences (“outer” 
composition) converges to (Y, an attractive fixed point of f, whereas the former (“inner” 
composition) converges, but to a value that depends upon the individual character of the fn’s. 
Thus, with regard to a variety of functional expansions, it appears that the former compositional 
pattern is of considerably greater importance than the latter, and that the limit periodic format 
provides access to functions that are more sophisticated than those that can be expanded in 
simple iterative fashion. 
2. Convergence of F” when S 3 f (S ‘) 
Henrici [9] states and proves the following basic theorem of iteration theory. The language 
here is slightly altered to conform to the present development. 
Theorem 1. Let f be analytic in a simply connected region S and continuous on the closure S’ of S, 
and let f (S’) be a bounded set contained in S. Then f has exactly one fixed point (Y and the iterative 
sequence { f”(z)} converges to (Y for arbitrary z E S’. 
It is possible to generalize this result to the limit periodic case by using a purely constructive 
argument (see [4]). However, it is not difficult to prove a more complete result than found in [4] 
if one allows the use of the Riemann mapping theorem, thereby introducing an existential 
element into the structure of the proof. 
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Theorem 2. Let f be analytic in a simply connected region S and continuous on the closure S’ of S, 
and let f (S’) be a bounded set contained in S. Suppose f, + f uniformly on S. Then F,(z) -+ A, a 
constant, for each z E S’. 
We shall delay the proof of this theorem until Section 5, for it is somewhat lengthy and is 
merely a straightforward adaptation of Henrici’s technique to the author’s proof of the generali- 
zation in [4]. However, two examples demonstrating Theorem 2 are given now. 
Example 3. Let f,(z) := wze’+ 8, where 1 w 1 < l/e and 6, + 0. Then f, + f uniformly on 
S := (I z 1 G 1). Therefore, F,(z) + A Vz E S. In fact, it can be shown that, if f,([, z) = {ze’ + S,,, 
then F,(l, z) + X(l) uniformly on ( IS I G r c l/e), and A( [) is analytic there. 
Example 4. Here we define a continued square fraction that is limit periodic. Let f,(z) := a,/( b, 
+z2)+f(z)=a/(b+z2) where lz12<R< (bl. Write e:= lbl-R. Then If(z)1 <p<m 
for 1 z 1 < fi provided I a ) -c c/m. The sequence { f,} converges uniformly to f on ( I z I 
< a). Thus F,(z) +A for all ]zl <R. It can be shown that f,([, z) := a,({)/(1 +z2) for 
I z 1 =g fi c 1 with ( a,(l) I < (1 - R)fi and a,(l) + a(l) uniformly on a compact region D 
defines a function X(c) = lim F,(c, z) that is analytic on D. 
Let us now turn to additional aspects of dynamical behavior of the sequence { F, } . 
3. Dynamics of { Fn } relative to { f ” } 
We begin with the introduction of terminology designed to bridge the gap between Fn and f *. 
Following the precedent in [8], let us say that I;, uniformly e-shadows f n on a set S e ( Fn( z) - 
f”(z) I < c for all z E S and all n > 0. We will denote this by writing F, E S[E, f 1. 
We shall adopt the following topological definition of chaotic behavior in a traditional 
dynamic system [l]: f: V + V is said to be chaotic if (i) f has sensitive dependence on initial 
conditions: there exists 6 > 0 such that, for any z E V and any neighborhood N of z, there exists 
z’ E N and n > 0 such that I f”(z) -f “( z’) I > 6. 
(ii) f is topological transitive: for any pair of open sets Q and P in V there exists k > 0 such 
that fk(Q) n P Zfl. 
(iii) The periodic points of f are dense in V. 
Next, we shall define chaotic behavior for F”. F, is q-chaotic on S provided the following two 
conditions hold: (1) Fn is sensitive to initial conditions: there exists a d > 0 such that for each 
z E S and N(z), a neighborhood of z, there is z’ E N(z) and n > 0 such that I Fn( z) - Fn( z’) I 
> d. 
(2) F, is ?I-topologically transitive: for U open in S and z E S there exists n > 0 such that 
F,(U)nN,,(z)#@. Here N,Jz):={s: Is-z] (77). 
Theorem 5. If f is chaotic on S and F, E S[r, f ] with E -K +S (see (i)), then F, is q-chaotic on S for 
17 > C. 
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pw - cb’) I 2 If”(z) -_fV) I - IKb) -_fw I - IEh’) -.f%‘> I ’ 6 - 2t- 
:=d>O, 
which verifies (1). Let P = U and Q = N,(z) where u = n - E. Then 3k such that fk( P) fl Q # fl. 
Therefore there exists z’ E U and n = k such that &(z’) lies inside N,(z). This verifies (2). 0 
We shall now develop a result that links uniform e-shadowing with the speed of (uniform) 
convergence of {f,} to f on S. Let us first set D,,, := 11 F_+, -f” 11 s, (n = 0 gives (1 Fm(z) - 
f”(z) 11 s). Recall that O+(z) is the forward orbit of z with respect to f. That is, O+(z) := 
{f”(z): n > O}. 
The following theorem is probably more useful in a geometrical setting than as a tool in 
numerical analysis, for it demonstrates a kind of asymptotic relationship between the tail end of 
a limit periodic expansion and the forward orbit of f. 
Theorem 6 (The shadowing theorem for limit periodic structures). Let 52 be a domain in C, and let 
A be a convex subset of 9, where inf{ 1 z-[I: ZEA, {~fi’} >p>O. Let f and each f, be 
analytic on 52. Set S := { z: A 3 O+(z)}. Suppose 1 f’(z) I < K for all z in ti. Then, assuming 
I f,(z) -f(z) I -c en + 0 for all z E 0, 
(9 OgK<land~,~r<p(l-K) * D,,m< & <pVzES, 
n+l 
(4 0 <K and E, -C rn, +&. <P,Q’zES, 
Proof. Set 2, := fn+m(z) and, for 1 < k -c m, let Z, := fn+k(Zk+l). Then 
I -%?I -f (z> I < cn+m < P - z, E Q, 
1 TX-, -S’(z) 1 G I f,+,-l(Z,) -f (Zm> I + I f (Zrn> -f (f (z)> 
CC n+m-1+ K I zm -f(z) I 
<C n+m_l + KC,+, < p in (i)-(m) 
= z,_, E 9, 
(iii) K=l and F ~,,+~<J,cp = D,,, <J, -C p, Vz E S. 
j=l 
p*-2 -f”(z) 1 G I fn+,-2G-1) -f CLJ I + If (Z,-1) -f (f “(z>) I 
ce n+m-2 + f+-m-1 -f’(z) 1 <cn+m-2 + Kk,+,-I + KG+,) 
= c n+m-2 + Kc,+,,_~ + K2c,+, < p in (i)-(m) 
=$ z,_, E s2, 
and so on. Thus 
D n,m = IF,,,+, (z) -fm(z) 1 -=z E K~-‘c,+~, 
j=l 
giving the conclusions of (i)-(m). 0 
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In a sense, Theorem 6 gives a best approximation of D,,,, for if the fn’s are identically f, (i) 
and (ii) imply D,,, = 0. 
Existing theory concerning both limit periodic continued fractions and limit periodic struc- 
tures of more general Mobius transformations (MT) does not reveal chaotic divergence patterns 
(see, for instance, [2,3,10-12]), although in [13] it is shown that certain sequences of MTs diverge 
everywhere. 
It is not difficult, however, to show that limit periodic expansions similar to continued 
fractions do demonstrate topologically chaotic behavior patterns. 
Example 7. Let f(z) = z2 - 2. Then the Julia set of f is J(f) = [ - 2, 21. Now, 
f(z,=(z-$ -F -F - ..j2, 
since the periodic continued fraction 
converges to the attractive fixed point of t(l) := a/( b + [). Thus, 
fn+l(z> = (fYz) -&j -3 - ***j2 
generates a “square infinite-branching periodic” continued fraction showing chaotic behavior on 
J(f ). 
Example 8. Let f(z) = z 2. Set f,(z) := z2 + en/( z + 4). Then {F,} is a sequence of rational 
functions that displays approximately the chaotic patterns of { f” } on J(f) = ( 1 z 1 = l), [l], 
provided f, + f rapidly enough. We find that 1 f,(z) -f(z) 1 < en for 52 := ( I z ) < 3). Then 
K= 6. Let A := ( ] z ] < i). The value p = : is suitable. Suppose E, < Y” := $” in Theorem 6(ii). 
Then for all m > 0, I] Fn,n+,,, - f m II s < 2.5 . lo-(“+‘) where S 1 J(f). For instance, 
I f3 o f4 o *I* 0 f2+m(z)-fm(z)]~0.0025forallz~J(f)if If,(z)-f(z)I<&“. 
In the next example the tail ends of two distinct limit periodic structures having a common 
limit function f(z) are compared. One of these expansions is a traditional limit periodic 
continued fraction and the other is an inner composition of rational functions of degree 2. 
Example 9. Let f,(z) = (a + lo-“)/(2 + z) and g,(z) = lo-“z + a/(2 + z). Let 0 = ( I z I < 1) 
and S = A = ( I z 1 < $). Assume I a I -c a. Then K= f and both I( f, -f I( g and ]I g, -f II n are 
less than lo-“. Theorem 6(ii) gives 
(I&+, - Gn,n+m I] s < 2.10-“-‘$ < 2.1622 - lo-‘“+“. 
Finally, we look at the CF expansion of a transcendental function. 
Example 10. Let F(l) be the continued fraction expansion of (c/arctan l) - 1 = K[( n212/(4n2 
- l))/l],=i, [ll]. Let 52 = (I z ( c $) and A = S = (( z ] < :Y) where r < 4. Restrict IS I cr. 
Then K= r2, p = i(1 - r), and en = 1/(2(4n2 - 1)) < l/(8(n2 - 1)). Hence, ]I F,,,,, -f” II s < 
Proof. Let K:= I f’(P)1 >l. Then there exists r>l such that K-r>O. Let h(z):=(f(z)- 
where P)/(z-/I)-f’(P) if z#/I, and h(/3):=0. Thus for K-r>0 there exists S>O, 
1-P 1~6 implies [h(z)1 <K-r. Hence, for ]z-P] <S, 
If’(P)1 b-PI- If(z)-PI G If(z)-P-f’(P)(z-P)I<(K-r)lz-P 
If(z)-PI>[K-(K-r)] Iz-PI =rlz-PI * 
(1) If(z)-PI >rlz-PI- 
Now, for a fixed z E V, z # j3, choose N large enough to guarantee 
(2) Ifn(z’) -f(z’) I <r=W-U n>N,whereL:= ]z-P],forall z’EU. 
(3) At this point let us suppose that F_ +m (z) E V for all n >, N and all m >, 1. 
Then, for each n 2 N, 
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l/(6( n* - l)), and we have a uniform estimate for how closely the tail end of the CF follows the 
orbit of f. 
4. Local dynamic behavior at attracting and repelling fixed points 
Next, we examine local dynamic behavior at both an attractor and a repeller. Our results 
parallel those of simple iteration (see, e.g., [l]). 
Theorem 11. Suppose that f and each f, are analytic on U, a neighborhood of cy, an attractingfixed 
point off, and that f, --) f uniformly on U. Then there exists c > 0 such that V = ( 1 z - a 1 < e) is 
contained in U and Fn( z) + h for all z E V. 
Proof. This result follows immediately from Theorem 1. Since 1 f’(a) ) -C 1, there exists E > 0 
such that UIS*:=( Iz-_(yI c2~) and ZES* * If(z)-f(a)1 <kJz-al, k-=1. Let S:= 
( Iz--(Y] cc). ClearlySIf(S’). 0 
Corollary 12. Suppose O+( zO) is an attracting orbit or period p, and O+( zO) is contained in a 
region in which f, + f uniformly. Then there exists a neighborhood V of z0 in which limj -_* o. FPj( z) 
exists. 
Next we look at the local dynamic behavior of F, at a repelling fixed point. 
Theorem 13. Suppose j3, a repulsive fixed point off, lies in the interior of a region U in which f and 
each f, are analytic and in which f, + f uniformly. Then there exists 6 > 0 such that z E V:= ( I z - 
/3 I < 6) and z # p implies the existence of n = n(z) 2 0 and m = m(z) > 1 where F,,,+m(z) E V. 
I =? 
lfn+d4-PI 2 If(z)-PI- lfn+,W-fb>I ‘rlz-PI-P=‘L-P =a 
I F,,,+,(z) - PI = I f,+l(z) - P I ’ rL - P. 
Assume that for each n 2 N 
I c.n+k (z)-/3I >rkL--(r”+rl+ **. +rk-I). 
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Then, 
I Fn,n+k+~ (2) - P I 2 I f(&,+~,n+k+~(z)) - P I 
- I f,+,(F,+,,n+,+d4) -f(Fn+l,n+k+l(4) I 
’ r I Fn+l,n+k+l (z)-/31-p from(l)and(2) 
> r[Pr, - p(rO + Y1 + . * ’ +9-l)] 
>rkf’L-p(rO+rl+ *** +rk). 
Hence, 
I %n+m (z)-PI >r”L-p(1+r+r2+ *** +rm-l)=r”L- Pb” - 1) r-l 
z ,__p_,]+J-Yp, 
r- r- 
for large enough m. 
This contradicts (3). •I 
5. Proof of Theorem 2 
The following example demonstrates both Theorem 2 and Theorem 6. 
Example 14. Let f(z) := ij’m and fn(z) := f(z) + ~(21~“). Then I f(z) 1 
<;{2m-<i, and If’(z)\ ~17 for \zl ~1. Also, If,(z)-f(z)! ~21~“. We set S=n= 
( ( z I < f{2=. By Theorem 2, F,(z) ---) X for all I z I Q 1. Applying Theorem 6, we find that 
e, < % * n := r”. Hence, by (ii), 11 Fn,,+, -J” II s < 5 $” Vm > 0. 
Theorem 2 is proven first for the special case S = D := ( I z I < l), then generalized. Much of 
what follows is very similar to 19, the proof of Theorem 6.131. Therefore we shall merely list 
several of the steps. 
(1) There exists a unique o[ = f( cu), OL E D. 
(2) There exists a MT T mapping ( I z I < 1) onto ( I s I < 1) with T( CX) = 0. 
(3) Set g := T 0 f 0 T-l and g, := T Q f, 0 T-‘. Then g(O)=0 and sup,)g(z)) =K<l 
(assume K # 0). Also, g, +g uniformlyon Cl). 
(4) Schwarz’s lemma =$ I g(s)/K I < I s 1 * I g(s) 1 f K ) s I if ) s I < 1. 
Now, (4) =$ 
(5) I g’(O) I G K < 1 =+ ZlS>Oandn,suchthatn>,n, = { Ig’(s)) <R<land IgL(s)I <R 
if Is \ < 6, I g,(s) I < 1 if Is 1 f 1, and 1 g,(s) - g(s) I -C c := @(l - K) if Is 1 -K l}. 
Set G,(s) := g, 0 g, 0 .*+ 0 g,(s) and G,,n+m(~) ~=g,+~ 0 gn+2 0 . .. 0 g,+,(s). Then, for 
Is I < 1 and n >, no, 
I Gn,n+m (s) I q I gn+,(Gn+,,n+m(S)) - g(Gn+~,n+m(S)) I + I g(Gn+l,n+m(s)) I 
<E + K IGn+,,n+m(S) I (from (4) and (5)) 
<E+rK+...+EKm-l+KmIs)<~ +K”<6, 
if m is sufficiently large. 
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Thus, for all n >, n, and all 1 s 1 < 1, there exists m, where m 2 m, implies 1 G,,,+,(s) ) < 6. 
If I.4 <SF then IgA4I < IgAs>-gW+lgWI < z + Kc? < 6. Therefore I g,,(s) I < 6. 
Hence, we have shown that s can be pulled into ( ( s I c 6) if I s I -c 1 by certain composition 
chains of g,‘s and kept there by the actions of additional g,‘s if n > n,. 
Fix n = n, and m = m,. Then, for Is I -C 1, using 1 gj(sl) - gj(s2) ) < R ) s1 - s2 ) from (5), 
IGn,n+m+pb) - Gn,n+m+p+q(~) I 
= I Gn,n+p(Gn+p,n+m+p(S)) - Gn,n+p(Gn+p,n+p+m(Gn+p+m,n+m+p+g(S))) I 
G RP(26) --j 0 as p + 00. 
Hence, {G,,,+,+,(s)},“=, converges. Also, 
I G,n+m+ph) - Gn,n+m+ph) I 
= I Gn,n+p(Gn+p.n+m+p(~*)) - Gn,n+p(Gn+p,n+m+p(~2)) I 
< RP(2S) + 0 asp-cc for IsI1 <land Is21 (1. 
Therefore, lim,,,G,,,+,+,(s) = w, exists for all ( s I -c 1. Consequently, lim G (s) = G,,(wo) r-00 r 
= X for all I s I -C 1. The convergence of { G,,(s)} implies the convergence of { F,(s)}. 
We now consider a more general set S in Q=, assuming S # Q=. The Riemann mapping theorem 
implies the existence of a diffeomorphism H: S +D:=(Iz( cl). Setting a:=H(a), H-l(a)= 
f(H-‘(a)) * a = J(a) where J := H 0 f 0 H-l. J is analytic in D and D 3 J(D’), where D’ is 
the closure of D. 
Set Jn:=HO f, 0 H-‘. Then J and J, satisfy the hypotheses of the special case of the 
theorem when S = ( I z ) < 1). The convergence of J1 0 . . . 0 J,,(z) implies the convergence of 
fi 0 . . . 0 f,(z). 0 (Theorem 2) 
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